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Italy. On 22nd November we replied, in tones of self-
conscious moral grandeur, that we could not discuss the
specific questions raised in the Italian note, pointing out that
as we had signed the Covenant we had to accept the con-
sequences.
But the next stage in the Committee of Eighteen's
deliberations was the decisive oil sanction, and here came the
first signs that the dualism involved in upholding conciliation
and the Covenant was weakening our resolve. Laval had
asked for a postponement, which according to Hoare made
possible a further intensive effort to bring about a peaceful
settlement. At the end of November, Mr. Peterson, the
Foreign Office expert on Abyssinia, was sent over to Paris,
not to discuss oil but to find the formula that would be
acceptable at once to the League, Abyssinia, and Italy. After
about a fortnight the experts had reached deadlock.
It was then that Sir Samuel Hoare, passing through Paris
on his way to Switzerland for a holiday on doctor's orders,
was inveigled into a series of conversations with La.val which
culminated in the notorious and ill-fated Hoare-Laval Peace
Plan. It is only fair to Sir Samuel to point out that he had
on more than one occasion hinted tha.t the door was being
left open for some such project. The British and French
Press assiduously betrayed confidences, and there was some-
where in the French Foreign Office a persistent leakage. It
is still too early for the historian to apportion the personal
blame for the abysmal humiliation of this plan.
It was more than Hoare's crime—it was Baldwin's blunder.
The political inertia and mental confusion of Old Sealed-Lips
during this crisis was shocking to behold. There is a legend
that the Hoare-Laval Plan arrived on Baldwin's breakfast-
table written out in French, which at once led him to the
comfortable estimate that it had Sam's approval, and that
there was no need for him to wade through it as well. There
is poetic licence in this story, but poetic insight as well. The
whole tenor of Baldwin's behaviour suggests that he had not
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